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Summary. 

In this report the influence of the high-index micro-lens mounted on 

a taper in a laser-fibre coupling scheme is investigated. Both the 

field phase and field amplitude effects by the lens are accounted for. 

The field in the taper is approximated by the HEll mode field of a 

fibre of equal cross-section diameter, thus neglecting phase effects 

due to tapering. 

Compared to measurements, the calcul<-l.ted maximum attaillablc L:0upl in0 

efficiency curves prove to be both too optimistic (by approximately lOt) 

and too broad. Both these deviations arc expected, to reduce by in

corporating the phase effects due to tapering. 

With the model at hand, the optimum lens refractive index is shown to 

lie near 1.9. However, calculations show that with a lens of refractive' 

index 1.5 the coupling efficiency is much higher than with a flame 

polished round tip as lens. This was confirmed by measurements. 

In the case of a lens refractive index 1.9, the optimum lens diameter 

is found to be near the 35 ~m already being used. 
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The Netherlands, 1985. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

Tapered fibres combined with micro~lenses have recently been intro

duced as a simple effective means to enhance the coupling efficiency 

between a laser and a single-mode fibre [1,2]. Of the tapering 

schemes introduced, the short taper with directly attached high-index 

hemi-spherical micro-lens [2J has to date proven superior. Compared 

to coupling schemes using a non-tapered fibre with a directly attached 

micro-lens,the lens fabrication on the tapered fibre is quite simple 

[2,3]. This is more so, as optimum coupling efficiency requires a 

much smaller lens diameter for the non-tapered fibre [4], which makes 

lens fabrication all the more difficult. 

When tapering, the fibre's spot size is enlarged, thus requiring 

a larger lens for optimum coupling efficiency. The tolerances on 

lens size and form also become less severe, as do the effects of mis

alignment between lens and core [5]. Such misalignments may well occur, 

as fibres do not necessarily possess perfectly centered cores. Therefore 

the practical restraints on lens fabrication are relieved. It is not 

yet clear however, whether the improvement achieved by tapering is 

fundamental, or due to the relaxation of practical restraints. Inves

tigation is also needed regarding the refractive index of the lens. 

A low-index lens might be preferable as it would reduce the amount of 

reflected light [6]. 

In this report we aim to tackle the problems of maximum coupling 

efficiency versus tapering, optimal lens refractive index and optimal 

lens diameter by investigating the influence of a plane-convex micro

lens on field phase (chapter 2) and field amplitude (chapter 3) . 

Calculations assume the laser to be positioned on the optical axis, at 

a distance so far from the lens that it may be regarded as a point 

source. The light emerging from the laser is assumed to be spatially 

coherent and monochromatic, and its amplitude is assumed to be gaussian. 

Astigmatism and beam ellipticity are not taken into account. This is no 

major drawback as modern index-guided lasers show little to no astig

matism and ellipticity. 

To simplify matters, we assume that the entire problem may be 

dealt with in the scalar approximation, and that all media are 105S

less. Reflections, however, are accounted for. 

j 
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An expression for the coupling efficiency is defined in chapter 4. 

The expression is evaluated by describing the field in the taper as the 

HEll mode field of a fibre of equal cross-section dimensions. By doing 

so we neglect any phase effects due to tapering. 

In chapter 5 calculations are compared with measurement results to 

verify the validity of our model. Next the optimum lens refractive 

index and the optimum lens diameter are sought. 

2. FIELD PHASE. 

2.1. Introduction. 

The field phase behind the lens is calculated according to a method 

introduced by V.d. Veeken [7] as a modification of [8], with the ad

vantage that no integrals need to be evaluated. Instead, ray theory 

is adapted by applying the concept of wavefront aberration which is 

based on differences in optical path lengths of ray paths. The op

tical path length L of a ray between the points P and Q is defined as 

UP, Q) 
Q -+-+ -+ 

= J n(rJT.dr, 
P 

(2.1) 

... 
where n is the local refractive index and T the vector tangent to the 

ray. In homogeneous media, as we are dealing with here, L(P,Q) is 

simply the geometrical distance between P and Q multiplied by the 

refractive index of the medium. 

The wavefront aberration is defined at an arbitrary plane behind 

the lens: the output plane. In fig. 2.1 the desired wavefront (here 

taken spherical) through a point QO of the output plane is shown. 

Also shown is the actual wavefront exiting the lens. The latter is 

constructed by measuring a fixed optical length L(5,0) along rays 

emerging from the source point S. £(S,O) is the optical length be

tween the source point S and the on-axis point 0 of the desired wave

front through QO' 

The wavefront aberration W in. point Q
O 

of the output plane is 

now defined as the difference in optical path length between Q and 

QO along the actual ray through QO' 

W(Qo) = L(5,Q) L(S,QO) 

= L(5,O) - L(S,QO)' (2.2) 
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s 

optical system 
output plane 

Fig. 2.1. General configuration depicting the definition of the wave

front aberration. 

n, 

12 Q 
L_-~-rO 

p 

F s e 
----~~~s~~-------------------~rr-----------------~~O 

output plane 

Fig. 2.2. Configuration for the calculation of the wavefront aberration 

of a hemi-spherical lens. 
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In our case where we are interested in coupling to an optical fibre, 

the desired wavefront at the output plane, taken to coincide with 

the fibre's input facet, is plane. 

The total field at the output plane is constructed by multiplying 

the field amplitude (yet to be calculated) by the factor exp (-jkOW), 

where kO is the wavenumber in free space. 

2.2. Wavefront aberration for a herni-spherical lens. 

2.2.1. Derivation. 

In the following we will calculate the wavefront aberration for a 

herni-spherical lens. An extension dealing with plane-convex lenses in 

general (i.e. lenses with a thickness unequal to their radius of cur

vature) is given in appendix C. 

The optical axis of the imaging system is assumed to coincide 

with the z-axis of a right-handed, orthogonal, Cartesian reference 

frame (fig. 2.2). The lens of refractive index n,e; is imbedded in a 

homogeneous medium of refractive index n
1

• The on-axis point source 

S is situated at a distance $-1' from the lens. As we are interested 

in lenses directly attached to the fibre, the output plane is taken 

to be the x-y-plane, coinciding with the lens's back facet. In the 

output plane we define the radial coordinate p. In fig. 2.2 are 

shown the principle ray SO (double arrowed) and an arbitrary ray S4\)" 

Applying (2.2) we find the wavefront aberration to equal 

W = £(5,0) - £(S,QO) 

= n1(s-r) + n2r - nl~l - ni2 

= n (s-r-~ ) + n/r-~>;) . (L.3) 
1 1 

It is not possible to express W directly as a function of p. Instead, 

the wavefront aberration must be expressed as a function of the launch 

angle e .• and so too the radial coordinate p. By inverting p(O.) and 

" " :;ub:;Lituting the <esult into 1v'(O.)we obtain W(p). 
/' 

In appendix A it is shown that 

COs (). 
I 

;,' :? 
(Y' -:; 

'l {. 

sin"O .r' 
I 



til which 

<jJ = 8. 
'& 

s 
- arcsin (- sin 

l' 
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n z 
+ -- S n., 

" 

sin 8. tan ¢, 
1-

8.) + 
1-

arcsin 

Substitution of (2.4) into (2.3) yields 

8.) . 
1-

(2.4b) 

(2.5) 

W(G,) = nj (o(I-cos G.-sin 8. tan <jJ) - l' + (1'2_S~ sin~ 8.)~] + 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

., 
sin'-' (2.6) 

In appendix A it is also shown that 

n
1 

sin O. 
~(8 .) 

1-= -:3 
'I, n ;J cos <P 

(2.7) 

in which (/) is given by (2.5). 

Equation (2.7) now ren~ins to be inverted, after which substitution 

into (2.6) will yield the desired wavefront aberration W(p). However, to 

invert (L.7) one must resolve to numerical techniques. 

Insight in the resulting wavefront aberration W(P) is hampered by the 

complexity of expression (2.6) and by the need to resolve to numerical 

techniques. To overcome this ·deficiency somewhat, we will develop an 

approximation to the fourth order of W(p). 

The approximation is achieved by expanding (2.6) and (2.7) into a 

Taylor series and neglecting all orders higher than four. The re

sulting approximation of (2.7) is then easily inverted, after which 

substitution into the approximation of (2.6) yields the approximation 

of W( p). 

Expanding (2.6) into a Taylor series requires a four fold 

differentiation with respect to 0 .. However, in the resulting terms 

" of the four derivatives of W(O.J, expressions containing up to third 
1-

order derivatives of both sin cP and tan cP arise. Additionally there-

fore, a three fold differentiation of equation (2.5) is necessary. As 

all this is very cumbersome, we will refrain from tiring the reader 

with details, presenting only the results: 



W(8.J 
"/. 

in which 

a w 

2 4 
-a8.+1'>8. 

7..J "l- W 1,. 

where f has been defined as 
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(2.8) 

(2.':)a) 

(2.10) 

The uneven terms in (2.8) vanish due to the on-axis position of the 

source point. 

In appendix B it is shown that the front focal length f of a hemi

spherical lens equals 

f= (~. 11 ) 

In our reference frame (fig. 2.2) the front focal point F is therefore 

situated at 

= f + l' = = f· (2.12) 

The same tedious procedure as above must be followed to find the 

Taylor expansion of p(e.). Likewise we will confine ourselves to 
"/. 

presenting the results only: 

pre .J Ci. e. ;) 
- + S e. 

"/. p "/. P "/. 
(2.13) 

in which 

nIB 
Ci.

p = n2 
(2.14a) 

II 
n,il l (4-f - ~ J = . 

p (1n
2 

(2.14b) 

To invert (2.13) we expand 8. into a Taylor series of p and sub
"/. 

stitute the result into (2.13). 
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Equating corresponding terms we obtain 

O.(p) ~. 
.~ (l 

p 
p -

Substitution of (2.15) into (2.8) then finally yields the desired 

approximation: 

rVi p) _ _a_,V_ p" + (f3 _ _2a_w_S_p ) 
ex .J w a 

p" p 

1 

ag 

(.:.15) 

(2.16) 

We point out that the above procedure is described in more detail in 

[7J. where the wavefront aberration (2.16) is actually calculated for 

a ball lens, a rod lens and a GRIN rod lens. 

Equation (2.16) shows that the wavefront aberration may approxi

mately be described by two terms of even order. The second order term 

corresponds to defocllssing, whereas the fourth order term may be 

identified. with spherical aberration. From (2.16) it is clear that 

spherical aberration caused by the lens may be partly compensated by 

defocus sing the pOint source, a phenomenon well known. 

To give an idea of just how accurate the fourth order approximation 

(2.16) is, we have compared it to the exact expression (2.6). The 

results are shown in fig. 2.3. The lens parameters chosen are typical 

for the problem at hand [21. From these plots it is evident that the 

approximation breaks down near the rim of the lens. Fig. 2.3b shows 

how slightly defocus sing compensates spherical aberration. 
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3.0 

5.0 

2.0 

4.0 

1.0 

2.0 , 
ClO r--~-~-",-=---;::- -- -- ----- -- --- ---- -- ----

1.0 

oo.L--L __ ~~ __ C=~~ __ ~~ __ ~-L __ L-~ 
0,0 1.6 3.2 4.8 6.4 ao 9.6 

Po (pm)-

1.0 ':--L __ -'-~ __ -'---''--.....L. __ -'-~ __ -'---' __ ..J 
0.0 1.6 3.2 4.8 6.4 8.0 

Po (I'm)-

a) s = f b) a = f - ;,. D ~I/ 

Fig. 2.3. Wavefront aberration versus radial position at the out-

put plane n1 = 1.0, n2 = 1.9, r = 1S ~, A = 1.3 ~. 

1: exact 

2: appr'()ximate 

3. FIELD AMPLITUDE. 

3.1. Introduction. 

In [7] the ABCD-matrix method [9] is assumed valid to calculate the 

field amplitude at the output plane from a gaussian input beam. In 

our case however, due to the small lens diameter, the paraxiality 

condition underlying the validity of the ABCD-method at least becomes 

dubious. Therefore, in this chapter, we will derive the field ampli

tude in a different manner. As in the case of the ABeD-method, 

diffraction effects are not included. However, angular dependent 

Fresnel reflections at both the air-lens and the lens-taper boun-

dury are included. The n!sults will be cumpilreu to what t-\w l\HCIl-

method would have yielueu. 

In the following, variables at the input plane are distinguished 

from variables at the output plane by subscripts i and 0 respec-
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tively (fig. 3.1). The source S, positioned at Z = -8, is assumed to 

emit .:t gaussian field. For a giJ.ussian beam propagating in a homo

(JL'!1(~OUS mediullI, the contours of equal power il.rl~ hyperbolds with 

asymptotes inclined to the z-axis at ::: = -3 (fig. 3.2). We assume 

the distance between source and lens to be so large, that these 

contours may be well approximated by cones centered on the source. 

In other words, the lens is assumed to be positioned in the far 

field of the laser. The distance d required between laser and lens 

may be quantified as 

d» 
IIll /()~: 
-A- (3.1 ) 

in which Ii);; is the waist of the beam at the source and It is the wave

length in vacuum. In fact, this requirement is an elaboration of the 

requirement in the previous chapter that the Source S be a point 

source. 

The field amplitude at the output plane is found by first cal-

culating the 

launch angle 

power I). entering the lens within a cone defined by the 
'& 

o .1 ' which must be smaller than 8. where 
~) ~max 

o . ~ arcsin (12). 
~!f/(/~C .. ; 

(3.2) 

At the output plane the same amount of power is found passing 

through a circle of radius P()v(O'ibJ. The relationship between Pob 
and Dib has previously been given (2.7). The power Po (pob ) at the 

output plane may be written as 

r, (.) ,),) ::: :;·fI J I (I) ),~ cos 0 (h ) dp 
, t" () l) ~o 0 ~'o 0 ' (3.3) 

in which I signifies the intensity in Wm- 2. The cosine in (3.3) arises o 
lhH' t l) tlh' POYlIt i nq vpctor not npcessarily being perpendicular to the 

oUlput pi..lllC; l) denotes the angle at which the light rays exit the 
o 

lens. 

Due to the relationship between Gi and Po' the input power Pi(Oib) 

mJ.Y be expressed ::15 (l.(p bJ, the result being an equation similar to 
./. () 

(3.3). The difference is however, that the intensity I. is a known 
<-

function, whereas I is not. As the power P.(p bJ entering the lens 
o ~ 0 

must equal the power P (p bJ exiting the lens for every e'b < 8. o 0 ~ ~maxJ 
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input plane output plane 

Fig. 3.1: Configuration for calculating the field amplitude and the 

output plane. 

---
--------

::-::--re,; ---------- --- -------------- - -- --r --
-s 

-----"'--- ... _-
-----

input plane 

Fig. 3.~: Contour of equal power of a Gaussian beam. 
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the integrands must equate. Thus we may express the unknown output in

tc'nsity I (p I) as a function of the known input intensity I . (P(JI ). 
r ) , ' ) ~I ) 

3.2. Calculation. 

From the far field intensity 1. of the laser source, the power emitted 
. 1-

by the laser is found to equal 

Ps ::: f l-Z(d,Oi JdS , (3.4) 

in which the surface element de = d2 
sin Od¢d8 in a polar coordinate 

system; d denotes the distance from the source. This surface element 

is situated on a sphere centered at the source point. Therefore, the 

power flow is alwuys perpendicular to the surface and we find for a cir-

cularly symmetric laser beam 

1T 

P = :Jnbci f I .(d, G.) 
SUb ~ 

sin O.dO., 
1- 1-

in which the constant b has been added to normalise P to unity. 
S 

From (3.5) it is easily seen that 

11 

[:~1T f Ii(d,G-j) 
Ii 

sin 

At a distance d = D-P the power entering the lens within a 

launch angle 0 '£b is found to be 

r . (0 '1) -
l i- ) 

II '1 u 
::11(' J I. ([:-7', 0.) 

(' I L. 
sin o .dO .. 

L L 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

As we are interested in P. (p b)' we must invert (2.7) to express e. 
'L. 0 1.-

as a function of p . This can only be done numerically. Substituting u 
G.(p) into (3.7) we find 
~ 0 

l-'.(p b) = 
1- 0 

Pob 

::nc f I.(c-r,O.(p )) 
[) 1-- 1- U 

sin (3.8) 

The derivative dOi/dPo must also be evaluated numerically. Equating the 

integrands of expressions (3.3) and (3.8) I we obtain for the intensity 

I ~l a t the au tpu t plane 



I (p ) 
r, u 

= cI .{s-r,8 .(p )) 
'1- '1- a 
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sin Bi(po ) 

cos 8,/p,) 
(3. 'J) 

In (3.9) the power flow is perpendicular to the output plane due to 

the division by cos 8a (Pa). Therefore, the field amplitude at the 

output plane simply equals 

(3.10) 

To determine )-wol in (3.10) I the intensity ..r .. (.~- .. »,J .. ' re::lains t..) 

be determined. In the following section we will deal with an analytical 

solution assuming a gaussian near field of the laser. 

).3. Gaussian solution. 

We assume the field IjJ at the end facet of the laser source to be 
s 

gaussian, 

1JJs = A exp 
S 

( 3. 11) 

in which p s denotes the radial coordinate in the source plane; "'s is 

the beam waist and A is an amplitude constant. For unity power 
s 

A = 2/ (u) /21T). Applying the properties of gaussian beams in homogeneous 
S S 

media [9}, we find, at a distance d = a-p from the source plane, the 

gaussian field amplitude at the output plane 

1i'.1 = A 
'1- S 

w s 
w. 

'1-

exp ( -P~) u.)~L 
'1-

in which the beamwidth w. equals 
'1-

(3.L) 

(3.13 ) 
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The power entering the lens through the circle Pib thus equals 

lib " " CP

') 
" 

UI 

P.(P·
b

) ~1TA 0 '" f exp w~ 'L cos e.p. dp .. = 
~ ~ 13 ;; ~ 1- ~ UI U i 1-

From fig. 3.1 it is easily seen that 

p. = (3-1') tan e. 
1- 1-

which, when substituted into (3.14) yields 

p.re 'b) = 
~ ~ 

tan 

') ::: 
AU (13-1') 

s 

8 . 
1. 

cos 8. 
~ 

de. 
1. 

., 
'" W8 

-" 
UI " 

i 

Comparing (3.16) to (3.7) we see that 

" 2 
-2(s-r)'"' tan 

I.(s-r,e .) 
1. 1. 

and 

'. 
(ll'i 

2 
-2(s-r) 

2 w. 

1 
cos 8. 

1. 

1. 

.J 

tan'"' 

(3.14 ) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

'l\~,l\.'tlh,t' \~'lth (t. \ t), it i~; l'.l::i Iy :;l'l~1l IhdL (. In (·~.l·/b) L; LnrJ(;(;d 

I..'l)IWLlnt. 11\ (-'.1 'Ill) we may a1s0 identify the constant b introduced 

in (3.5) 
., 
" (,I 

b A'" s (3.18) = s ;; 
UI. 

1. 
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3.4. Loss effects due to boundary reflections. 

Up till now, additional losses due to reflection have been neglected. 

In this section we will show that these losses may easily be accounted 

for. In the laser-lens-taper system there are two boundaries at which 

reflections occur: the air-lens and the lens-taper boundaries. These 

reflections are angular dependent and can be accounted for by the 

formula for Fresnel reflections. 

For the transmission coefficient T one finds fOl: nattu',ll li(]ht. 

[ 13, pp. 36-47] 
:3 sin 2y. sin 2y [1 + cos (y. - y )J 

~ 0 ~ 0 , = ---~~----~--~----~--~--2 'J 

2 sin (y. + yo) cos"(y. - y ) 
~ ~ u 

( 3 . 1 <J) 

in which Yi and Yo designate angles of incidence and refraction respec-

tively. For the 

appendix A) and 

air-lens boundary we have Yi = a
1 

and Yo 

for the lens-taper boundary we have y. = 
~ 

Yo = 8.
0 

(see fig. 3.1). 

,p and 

Neglecting the effect of multiple reflections, the intensity at 

the output plane equals 

I o 

in which Tl and T2 designate the transmission coefficients of the 

above mentioned two boundaries. 

3.5. Approximations. 

(3.cu) 

The expression for the output intensity ((3.~) together with (3.17)) is 

not easily penetrated. To gain more insight and to facilitate a com

parison with the ABeD-method, we will derive an approximation of Io (po). 

To do so we start by expanding (3.15) to third order, yielding 

(3.21) 

Together with the third order expansion of cos e., (3.21) is substituted ." 
i.nto (1.14) to yipl<l 

;; ,,' s P.(8·
b

) 
~ ~ "2 

w. 
~ 

(3.22) 
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where we have neglected all terms of order higher than three. 

in Lill,' pruvious chapter, () has been c1cvcloped as a function of p 

'I'IH' n'~,;u]l.LI\lJ l'xl'r·p:;~;l\m (:~.1~-') jn tmi..>!iU.LuLeli lnLu ('L:!>~) tu ubLdln 

2 2 
21TA (s-r) 

B 

2 P 2 2 
Ws ob /-2(S-r) Po I 
~ J exp 2 2 
w. 0 ex w. 

"to P "to 

(i 4ex:
p
)] (3.23) 

where we have again neglected all orders higher than three. Equating 

(3.23) and (3.3) yields for the integrands 

2 ., 
A (s-r)~ 

s 
2 

'us 

2 w. 
"to 

exp 

2 '1 
-2(s-r) p'" 

o 
2 2 ex w. 
P "to 

(3.24) 

in which we have neglected the term cos 8
0 

that approximates unity. 

We now define 

., 
" ,u 
o 

:3 2 ex w . 
P "to = -"--'--,c" 

(s-1"r 

which, with the aid of (2.14a) and (3.13) may be written as 

., A ~ -8 

2 n~ (JJ~ 
2 

+C~,~ ) I s w = ~ " 8 
., 

n., ( s-1")" 
c 

Substitution of (3.25) and (2.14) into (3.24) allows us to finally 

write 

2 

1 + 
n

2 2 
:2 2 Po 

s n
1 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 
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3.6. ABCD-method. 

The ABeD-method is a matrix method to propagate a gaussian beam through 

an optical system [9]. Position and slope of input and output paraxial 

rays are linked by the matrix equation 

\ i. :; \' 

in which x denotes the ray's position and x' its slope. 

In general the gaussian beam at the input of the optical system 

may be written as 

2 
Ws (-jk. Pi) 
- exp ---w. 2q. 

<- <-

in which k is the wavenumber in the medium; 

is the radial coordinate, both at the input 

w. is 
<-

plane 

(3.2<)) 

the beamwidth and P.i 

of the optical 

system. The beam parameter q, also known as the complex ray [10, p 541, 

is given by 

(3.30) 

where R denotes the radius of curvature of the phase fronts near the 

axis. Propagation of the gaussian beam through the optical system em

ploying its ABeD-matrix involves manipulating the complex ray q accor

ding to 

(3.31) 

For the configuration at hand the optical system consists of the 

hemi-spherical micro-lens preceeded by a homogeneous medium of refrac

tive index n
1 

and of length (s-r). In appendix B the ABCD-matrix of a 

hemi-spherical len~ is shown to be 
n

1 n 11' 

(; B) = (n2 
n2 ) (3.32) 

D n - n:] Zens 1 
1 

nlr 
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The ABeD-matrix of the homogeneous medium preceeding the lens equals [9J 

) (3.33) 

1 

Together, (3.32) and (3.33) yield the ABCD-matrix of the total optical 

system 

n1 
s-r + n1r 

G ~) =(; ~) . G :t{:~, 
n2 

). (3.34) 

(s-r) (n
1
-n

2
) Lens 

+ 1 
n1r " n1r 

As we are only interested in the field amplitude, we may neglect the 

radius of field curvature R at the output plane and confine ourselves 
o 

to finding the beamwidth ul
o

' From equation (3.30) it is seen that 

.) -A wL." = __ .2-~ 
o 1 

1T. Im(-) 
(3.35) 

qo 

and thf'rf'fore W(' Ill'ed only concern ourselves with the imaginary part of 

(3.31) . 

The beam waist of the input beam is situated at the end facet of 

the laser source. At the waist the phase fronts are plane and with (3.30) 

we see that 

= jy. (3.36) 

For the ABCD-matrix (3.34) the input plane of the optical system coin

cides with the source plane and hence q. = q . Substituting (3.36) into 
" S 

(3.31) we obtain 

= (BC-AD) y 
~ 2 2' A Y + B 

(3.37) 
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which, when inserted into (3.35) together with (3.36) yields 

(3.38) 
(AD - Be) 

We note that AD-BC in (3.38) is the determinant of the ABCD-matrix and 

equals unity [9]. The matrix elements A,B are substituted from (3.34) 

to obtain 

2 
II 

( $-!' 

2 
n

1 2 
II +Cl w = 2: w 

0 s ~ n
2 

11 (0 
S 

The field amplitude at the output plane is gaussian and equals 

A s 
exp 

from which the intensity Io is easily derived 

I (p ) 
o 0 

exp (-2~~) . 
0'0 

3.7. Comparison of the results. 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

In the previous two sections we have derived approximate expressions for 

the intensity at the output plane. The results are repeated here for 

convenience. The approximation to thellmethod of equal power" yielded 

where 

2 n] 
w = 2: 0 n

2 

2 w 
s 

2 
w s 
2: 
'"0 

2 
Po (3.42a) 

(3.42b) 



The ABCD-method yielded 

where 

~ 

J 
n1 = 

0 ;; 
n

2 

" 
/1" 

s 

2 
'u 

s 

A 

II {l 
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(3.43) 

(s-r 
+ n1r)) 1. 

mi 
s 

(3.44) 

Comparing both results, the most striking difference is the extra 

multiplicative term in (3.42a). We see that for a given optical confi

guration (n
1

, n:
J

, 8, r, f are all constant) this term only depends on 

the radial coordinate Po at the output plane. In the paraxial case 

where Po is very small, the term approximates unity, increasing as 

the deviation from paraxiality increases. Therefore it may be con-

sidered as a correction for non-paraxiality. 

s 
-5 -r o 

Fig. 3.3. Configuration ofa general plane-convex lens with thick

ness parameter t. The total thickness equals (t + r). 
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The ABeD-method, on the other hand, is only valid in the parax

ial case. For the purpose of further comparison we will therefore 

assume paraxiality, neglecting the above mentioned non-paraxiality 

correction term. In that case (3.42a) and (3.43) equate, albeit that 

the beam widths in (3.42b) and (3.44) respectively, do not. 

We point out that in the case of a thin lens, the beam width at 

the input and output planes of the lens must equate. As the width of 

the beam entering the lens is identical for both methods of calcu-

lation I so must the output beam width equate. This w,,-' \\'i11 0Xd.;'lin0 

in the following. 

To find the output beam width for a thin lens, we introduce the 

lens thickness parameter t as shown in fig. 3.3. For t = 0 the lens 

is herni-spherical, whereas t < 0 corresponds to a thinner lens and 

t > 0 to a thicker lens. We note that -p ~ t ~ P, the thin lens being 

obtained for t = -P. We also note that the input plane of the lens is 

stationary, and that only the position of the output plane varies with 

t. Hence the distance between source and lens is not altered. 

Starting with the "method of equal power ll
, we find a p to become 

(3.45) 

Combining (3.13) and (3.25) We find for the width of the output beam 

., 
(l)~ 

U = 

2 
Cl 

P ., 
(s-r)" 

., 
'" W 
s 

(3.46) 

Substitution of t = 0 (hemi-spherical lens) into (3.45) yields (2.14a) 

as expected, and into (3.46) yields (3.26). For t = -r (thin lens), we 

obtain for (3.45) together with (2.10) 

ct p = s-p, 

which, when insert_ed into (1.46) yiohls 

2 
Wo 

2 = W s 

(3.4'7) 

(3.48) 
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Comparing (3.48) to (3.13), we see that the width of the output beam 

indeed equals the width of the input beam. 

Next we will look at what the ABCD-method yields in case of a 

thin lens. The ABCD-matrix for the lens of fig. 3.3 equals [7] 

) (3.49) 

1 

Including the homogeneous medium between source and lens described by 

the matrix in (3.33), the total optical system is described by 

n/' + (nl-n~)t (n
1
-n

2
) (8-r)t 8 + r(n1-l) .,") 

:)=Cl -

+ 

C 
n

2
r n1n

2
r n

2 
(3.50) 

n.) (n
1
-n

2
) (8-1') u 

nlr 2 
+ 1 

n1 l' 

For t = U the matrix in (3.50) equals the matrix in (3.34) as expected. 

For t = -r we find for the matrix elements A = 1 and B = (s-rJ/n1o 

Substituted into (3.38) this yields 

(3.51 ) 

which is equal to the previous result (3.48). We conclude therefore, 

that for a thin lens the IImethod of equal power" and the ABeD-method 

yield equal results. 

'\\' III \'~~ :COl '\I\tl \ dh1 I.''" hQW muvh Lhc different ml~thods deviate, the 

intensity at. the out.put plane according to (3.9) with (3.17), (3.27) 

and (3.41) has been plotted for several distances between laser and 

lens (fig. 3.4). We see that for 8 = f the three methods agree very 

well. For very little separation between source and lens we see the 

"method of 

that d » 

equal power" break down. This is because the requirement 
2 (11(0 ) /A, as presented in section 3.1, is no longer fulfilled. 
8 
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Fig. 3.4. Intensity Io for several distances between source and lens 

n
1 

= 1.0, n
2 

= 1.9, r = 15 jJI7J, A = 1.3 jJI7J 

1: exact; 2: approximate; 3: ABeD-method. 
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4. POWER COUPLING EFFICIENCY. 

In c.l.~es of :intercEit to us, the plane-convex len~, .lu uirec..:tly ilttdCht'd 

to either a single-mode fibre [3,4,6] or a taper [2]. Where tapers 

are concerned, we will assume the field at a cross-sectional plane of 

the taper to equal the field of a fibre of equal cross-section dimen-

sions . 

The power coupling efficiency T between lens and fibre at the 

output plane is defined by the overlap integral [4] 

(4.1) 

in which ~o denotes the output field and ~f the field of the fibre. 

For tlJo we write 

(4.2) 

where the amplitude I~o I has been calculated in chapter 3 and the wave

front aberration W in chapter 2. For ~f' the scalar approximation of 

the electric field of the fundamental mode of the fibre, we may write 

[ 11 , p. 65 ] 

uPo 
~f = Af JO(a) Po ~ a , (4.3a) 

JO (u) wPo 
~e = A --. K (-) Po ~ a .r K ,Ii") (i a (4.3b) 

J() denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and KO the modified 

B"ssel function of the second kind. Af is an amplitude constant, and 

(t i:J the con" r",dim~ \,)f the fibre. The scale factors u and Ware 

given by 

2 " 2 !" u = a(kOn - S )2 or 
(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 
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where kO is the wavenumber in free space, B the propagation con~tant 

of the fundamental mode, and n ,n ~ the core and cladding refractive cr Of" 

indexes respectively. The scale factors u and Ware related to the v-

parameter of the fibre through 

2 2 _~ 
u+w=v-. (4.5) 

The expression in (4.1) denotes the coupling efficiency T between 

lens and fibre. However, we are interested in the coupling efficiency 

n between laser and fibre, the difference being caused by any light 

emitted by the source and not collected by the lens, 

T.Po 
11 = -P- (4.6) 

a 

where 

00 

Po = f 
0 

l1jJo l2 dS (4.7a) 

and 

00 

P = f 11jJ I" dS. 
s 

0 
a 

(4.7b) 

The source field 1jJ , presented in (3.11) is assumed to be normalised 
a 

for power, and therefore P = 1. Combining (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain 
a 

for the coupling efficiency 

11 = (4.B) 

The integral expression in the denominator of (4.8) may be expressed 

in terms of 

In [11, pp. 

the power P
f 

contained 

69-76] the power P
f 

is 

within the fibre's fundamental mode. 

given as 

= A" 
f 

'Ilcl ., .J 

--;r V' ,,~ (u) 
W 

t
--

I ) 

rtZ\-' 
C \1

0 
(4. Cj) 
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ro 

J IIji ( 
o f 

-, .. u.u " = A" 
f 
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., 
'lIa . .. 

V' J1(u) 

Inserting (4.10) into (4.8) we obtain 

"" 2 
n = 1 J ljiolji}po dpo I. 

(4.1U) 

(4.11 ) 

where we have assumed circular symmetrical fields, dependent on the 

radial coordinate Po only. 

5. RESULTS. 

5.1. Validity Analysis. 

In this section we will test the validity of the model presented in the 

previous chapters. This will be done by comparing calculated results to 

measurement results. Resuming the previous, we note that one major 

assumption was made: the field in the taper is described as the field 

in a fibre of equal cross-section dimensions. This assumption neglects 

any phase distortion due to tapering. 

We have calculated the maximum coupling efficiency versus taper 

outer diameter for five different tapers, distinguished by a difference 

in tapering angle (fig. 5.1). Before tapering, the fibre is assumed to 

have an outer diameter of 125 ~m and a core diameter of 8 ~m. We assume 

the fibre to be linearly tapered, such that at an outer diameter of 

30 ~m, the core diameter lies between 3.4 and 4.2 ~m for each of the 

five tapers respectively. 

Each point of the calculated curves corresponds to a different 

position along the taper at which the lens is mounted. The lens dia

meter is chosen equal to the outer diameter of the taper-end. We chose 

the lens to be hemi-spherical with a refractive index n
2 

= 1.9. The 

curves show the maximum attainable coupling efficiency, which is found 

t')' .It'Elfat (v'Ply "l't \mblln\J tlh' ~H:;t~\I\~I.' bctWl't.:"ll. laser and lens. 

From fiq. 5.1 we see that as the taper angle is increased (i.e. 

for smaller core diameter at an outer diameter of 30 ~m), the maximum 
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attainable coupling efficiency decreases. Also, this maximum is at

tained at increased lens diameters. 

Q65 

U55 

0.45 

Q35 

U25 

0.15 

O.US ~~_-'--'_"""'_'---'-_.J--"'_...L.. ....... ,--..J 
10 20 30 40 50 eo 

lens diameter (I'm)-

Fig.5.l. Maximum coupling efficiency versus lens diameter n
1 

= 1.U, 

n2 = 1.9, A = 1.3 wn. Core diameter at outer diameter of 

30 ~m: 1: 4.2 ~m; 2: 4.0 ~m; 3: 3.8 ~m; 4: 3.6 ~m; 5: 3.4 ~m. 

Dashed curve shows the measurement results. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 

le~. diameteL.~ml = __ 
Fig. 5.2. Maximum coupling efficiency versus lens diameter n

1 
= 1.0; 

core diameter = 4.2 ~m; A = 1.3 ~m; 

1: 02=1.5; 2: n 2=1.7; 3: 02=1.9; 4: 02=2.1; 5: 02=2.3. 
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In fig. 5.1 we have also plotted measurement results (dashed 

curve). A comparison with the calculated curves shows that these are 

\:11 . .1. Luu 0lJL lUll HLic..:. We nluu note that the culculateJ curVeu arl1 ;.11 L 

broader than the measured curve. Both these deviations may well be 

accounted for by neglecting the phase distortion of the taper [14]. 

As far as the position of the maximum of the curves is concerned, 

we note that the calculations assuming a core diameter of 3.8 ~m at 

an outer diameter of 30 ~m best describe the measurements. In this 

case a discrepancy of some 10% occurs. 

5.2. Optimum Refractive Index of the Lens. 

Results published up till now [1,2] have shown the taper with high in-

dex lens (n 2 = 1.9) to be superior to the taper with rounded tip 

(n
2 

= 1.5). However, as of yet it is by no means clear whether the 

lens with index 1.9 is an optimum. The mere existence of such an opti-

mum is a point of investigation, as is its position in case of existence. 

Such knowledge is of great importance prior to fabrication, as glasses 

of index higher than 1.9 are not easily obtainable and are in some cases 

toxic. 

In fig. 5.~ we have plotted calculated curves showing the maximum 

coupling efficiency versus lens diameter for five different refractive 

indexes of the lens. We see that an optimum indeed exists and is found 

for n~ = 1.9. 

From fig. 5.2 we also note that as the refractive index of the 

lens increases, the curves become broader. In other words, for high 

refractive indexes the maximum attainable coupling efficiency becomes 

less sensitive to deviations for the optimum lens diameter. This in 

its0lf ('0\.11<..1 be i.l recommendation for higher-index lenses, as it relieves 

production tolerances. However, a larger portion of light is reflected 

back towards the laser by high-index lenses, which may seriously dis-

l0\:l ils ChL\racteristics. 

For this reason, the calculated maximum attainable coupling effi

ciency for no = 1.5 requires closer inspection. These calculated re-
'" suIts are much higher than results achieved by rounding off the taper

tip by flame polishing. The improvement has been confirmed by measure

ments, in which a lens of index 1.5 was seperately mounted onto the 

taper. The results are shown in fig. 5.3. It is our assumption that 
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due to flame polishing, the core region of the taper at its tip becomes 

so distorted that extra losses occur. Such a distortion would not 

occur when a separate lens is mounted. 

At this point we stress once more that the above results do not 

account for phase distortion due to tapering. As it is not unlikely 

that the phase fronts exiting the lens may be made to more or less 

match those of the taper, a different optimum refractive index may 

occur. 

5.3. Optimum Lens Diameter. 

Up till this pOint we have assumed the lens diameter to equal the outer 

diameter of the taper-end to which it is mounted. In practice this is 

the most simple configuration, as the lens is formed by dipping the 

taper into molten glass [2]. However, other lens diameters are feasible 

by either etching away a portion of the fibre cladding (smaller lens 

diameter) or mounting the fibre in a glass capillary (larger lens dia

meter) prior to tapering. As in both cases extra fabrication steps are 

necessary, knowledge beforehand is preferable as to whether an improve

ment is at all to be expected, and if so, to what extent. 

In fig. 5.4 we present the results of calculations assuming the 

lens diameter independent of the taper-end diameter. The four curves 

represent the maximum coupling efficiency versus lens diameter for 

four different taper-end core diameters, namely 3.6,4.2,5.0 and 8.0 lJm 

respectively. 

As can be seen, the maximum attainable coupling efficiency de

creases as the taper-end core diameter decreases. This would suggest 

that a taper would only deteriorate coupling efficiency. However, all 

practical measurements prove the contrary. A number of reasons may 

be given to solve this paradox. First of all, the core of a fibre is 

seldom centered. As the lens is generally aligned to the outer diameter 

of the fibre, the result is an offset lens. It is well known that sen

sivity to such an offset decreases as the width of the field increases. 

'!'his is precisely the effect of a taper: an increase in field width. 

Secondly, we note from fig. 5.4 that the maximum attainable coupling 

efficiency also decreases for larqer lens diameters. 
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Fig.5.4. Maximum coupling efficiency versus lens diameter; lens-

diameter is independent of taper-end outer diameter. 

n
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1: 3.6 11m; J: 4.2 11m; 3: 5.0 11m; 4: B.O 11m. 
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Moreover, the coupling efficiency becomes less ~~cnsitivc to uL'vl.a-

tions from the optimal lens diameter. As it is mort...' llifficlilt t.o 

fabricate small lenses accurately, this too could cxpl~\in l.lll' .i.lh'::'LL",1~3l' 

in coupling efficiency by tapering. 

In practice, the coupling efficiency is optimal for a lens dia

meter of approximately 35 ~m. Looking at curve 1 (the taper-end dia

meter best describing the measurements, as was derived from fig. 5.1) 

we note that this lens diameter is close to the optimum lens diameter. 

Therefore, the added fabrication steps necessary to achieve the opti

mum lens diameter would not be recommended. 

6. CONCLUSIONS. 

We have presented a method to describe the effect of a high-index micro

lens in a laser-fibre coupling scheme. The method does not take dif

fraction effects into account. Also, to calculate coupling efficiences, 

the field in the taper is simply described as the m:
71 

mode field of a 

fibre, thus neglecting any phase effects due to tapering. 

Compared to measurement results, the calculated maximum attainable 

coupling efficiency curves arc both too optimistic und too broad. Cal

culationsneglecting the phase effects of tapering l14J in a tran5v~rse 

offset measurement scheme showed the same deviations compared to 

measurements. Incorporating approximate phase fronts proved to sig

nificantly diminish these discrepancies between calculations and 

measurements. 

Based on the above, we are confident that an incorporation of the 

phase effects due to tapering will improve the accuracy of the calcu

lations. A means to do so, the Beam Propagation Method (HPM) l15, 16J 

has been investigated and seems promising, although long computer 

processing times are to be expected. 
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APPENDIX A. RAYLENGTHS AND RADIAL COORDINATE AS A FUNCTION OF THE 

[~AUNCIl ANGLE. 

A.I. Raylength LI~ 

The situation for calculating II is depicted in fig. A.t. To find Il 

we introduce the auxiliary angle at and the auxiliary lengths p, q (see 

fig. A.I). 

It is seen that 

"1 = " cos O. - p. 
~ 

We also see that 

~ " ., ., :1 6 
sin l' = " q = r r' ar 

Applying the sine rule in triangle ORS, we obtain 

Combining (AI), (A2) and (A3) we finally find 

.. 
cos o. - u sin" 

L 

_.L' ______ _ 
-s -r 

t 
() .) ,. 
~ 

p 

Fig. A.1. Configuration for calculating [1' 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

q 

o 



i\ . 

A.2. Raylength L2~ 

The situation for calculating 12 is depicted in fig. A.2, where we have 

introduced the auxiliary angles Ci
2 

and ~ and the auxiliary lengths g, m, 

k, p. 

~ 
m " = l' 

" .) 

- y," sin" ct". 

To obtain g we note that 

g = P sin ~ 

and that 

Together with k = l' sin ct,) , (A7) and 
" 

2 2 2 :-J 
., 
" Ci, ==}p P = P sin ~ + l' sin 

" 

Substitution of (A9) into (A7) yields 

g = r sin U
2 

tan ~, 

(All) yield 

l' sin CI 
~ = cos <I> 

which, when substituted together with (A6) into (A5) , yields 

2 2 .:-J 4 
12 = (r> - r' sin Cl,,) .. + P sin 0.;1 tan 1>. 

(AS) 

(AG) 

(A7) 

(AS) 

(A'l) 

(A10) 

(All) 

Noting that Ci
2 

is related to Ci
l 

through Snell's law, we find with (AJ) 

sin 8 .. 

" 
Substituted into (AIO) this finally yields 

(AI2) 

( 1\ I I) 
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-r o 

Fig. A. 2. Configuration for calculating l 2' 

J 

J 

s 
-----------------_. -s -r o 

Fig. A.3. Configuration for calculating ¢. 
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We now need to find the relationship between cP and 0 .. To do so we 'C 

transfer the angles a
1

, a
2

, cp, 8i to the left of the lens, according 

to fig. A.3. It is now easily seen that 

Together with (A3) .;\nd (A12) t_his lll.l.Y bp rc'wri t· t I'll ,\:; 

, 
" ',',\ 

A.3. Radial coordinate p. 

.\'.", .. ,'," 
\ 

. 'l,\ 

In deriving the expression for ~6' we have already derived P, which 

has been presented in (A9). Together with (AI2) this yields 

s 
sin e. 

1-

cos 1> 

where 1> has been given in (A15). 

, \ 

(AIG) 
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APPENDIX B. ABCD-MATRIX AND FOCAL LENGTH OF A HEMISPHERICAL LENS. 

11.1. I\IK:U-tll'lll.ix. 

To find the ABeD-matrix of a hemispherical lens we first of all assume 

paraxiality. Furthermore, the lens of radius r and refractive index n
2 

is assumed to be imbedded in a homogeneous medium of refractive index 

n
1

" The ABeD-matrix relates position and slope (xo ' x~) of an output 

ray to position and slope (Xi' xi) of the corresponding input ray, 

(B1 ) 

In the following we will first assume x! :: 0, from which the ma
'-

trix elements A, C are derived. Subsequently, x. is taken to vanish, 
'-

allowing 13, I) to be derived. 

B.1.1. x~=O. -'[,-----

The situation is depicted in fig. B.l. From fig. B.l we see that 

x. 
'

sin Ct.} = 11 

whereas paraxiality allows us to write 

Together with Snell's law, (B2) and (83) yield 

In 

" . '! .t', 

.. .' 
.1 = x. 

'-

fig. B.! 

I '; 
I = 
Ix ~ n

2 
= 0 

" 
we also find in 

X. X X. 
'--='" __ -'0,- = 

" l' 

the paraxial case 

) . 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(BS) 

(B6) 
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x 

o 

Fig. B.l. Configuration for calculating A and C. 

o 

Fig. B.2. Configuration for calculating Band D. 
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Noting that x~ = ct
3

, we find with Snell's law 

x/nl - n;:) 

1" 

from which we obtain 

x, I n
i U 

C = 
Ix! 

= x. 
1-

0 = 
1-

B.1.2. x. = o. 
-1------

- n
2 

nIl" 

The situation is depicted in fig. B.2. From fig. B.2 we find that 

and that 

sina =x! 
1 ~ 

Together with Snell's law this yields 

from which we obtain 

B 
Xo 

= x! 
1-

0 x. = 
~ 

Noting that 

fn .. \U\ which we obt~lin 

(" I . " 

x. 
(. 

= (I 

nIl" 
= n2 

sin a
3

, we find by applying Snell's law twice 

- I, 

x' o 

(B7) 

(B8) 

(B9) 

(B10) 

(B11 ) 

(B12) 

(B13) 

(B14) 
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Combining (B5), (B8) , (B12) and (B14) we find for the ABCD-matrix 

~) =( ) (B15) 

1 

n, 

x. 

Fig. B.3. Configuration for calculating f. 

B.2. Focal length. 

To find the focal length of the hemispherical lens, we let an off-axis 

paraxial ray, parallel to the axis enter the flat facet of the lens. 

The ray emerging from the curved facet of the lens will intersect the 

optical axis at the lens's focal point F, thus designating the focal 

length f (see fig. B.3). 

find 

If the ray enters the lens at a distance x from the axis, we 
e 



x e 
132 = r 
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(B16) 

With Snell's law we easily obtain 

81 

n
2
x

e = n
1
r (B17) 

For 83 
we find 

x 
133 

e = . 
f 

(B18) 

Noting that 13 1 = 62 + 83 we find with the aid of (B16), (B17) and (B18) 

x X • 

= e + .e =}f = (B19) 

f 
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APPENDIX C. GENERAL PLANE-CONVEX LENS. 

A description for the general plane-convex lens is derived by extending 

the description of a hemispherical lens with a thickness parameter t 

(see fig. C.l). We note that t = 0 corresponds to a hemispherical lens 

and that -p ~ t ~ r, the two boundaries corresponding to a thin lens 

and a ball lens respectively. 

In this case the wavefront aberration becomes 

(Cl) 

Only L2 and p are affected by the thickness parameter; they now become 

and 

p = 
sin e. 

" cos ~ 

;3 
sin 

+ t tan ~ . 

t sin e tan ~ + ----
cos ~ 

(C2) 

(C3) 

tlCOS 

[~ __ --~;==~J;;;;;;::~~IJ9f:=='t tanq> 
~ 12 

p 

s 0, 
~~~~----------~-~rr-------------------~~------~------o 

Fig. C.l: Configuration of a general plane-convex lens. 
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